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DECISION
DISMISSAL OF COMPLAINT

and .
CONDITIONAL DIRECTION OF,ELECTION-

On August 13, 1985, Local 2l7,.Hotal  and Restaurant Employees Union,
AFL-CIO (the Union) filed with the Connecticut State Board of Labor
Relations (the Board) an amended charge alleging that Jerry's Snack Shop
(Jerry's or the Employer) had engaged in and was engaging in unfair labor
practices within the meaning of the Connecticut State Labor Relations Act
Section 31-101 et seq. Connecticut General Statutes (the Act or the Private
Sector) in that:

Since on or about May 20, 1985 and at all times thereafter,
the above named employer, a sucessor  to ARA Services, by
its officers agents and representatives has failed and
refused to bargain collectively and in good faith with
Local 217, Hotel and Restaurant Employees Union, AFL-CIO.

The employer has also unilaterally altered wages benefits
and working conditions.

The employer is also discriminating against Sheila Crooms
on account of her union activity.*

* With respect to this allegation, the Union presented no evidence and made
no argument at the hearing or in its brief. Accordingly, we consider that
the Union has abandoned this argument and we do not, treat it  in this
decision.
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In substance this charge rests on the claim that Jerry's has refused
to acknowledge that it has a duty to bargain as a successor to ARA  Service's
cafeteria operation.

On October 3? 1985, in accordance with the procedure under the
Private Sector Act, a complaint was issued by John W. Kingston, Agent of the
Board, finding reasonable grounds for certain listed allegations. Included
were allegations the Employer is a successor and had engaged in unfair labor
practices. by refusing to recognize and bargain with the Union, and that it
was engaging in unfair labor practices within the meaning of Section 31-105
(31,  (41,  (6), (7) and (10).

After the requisite preliminary steps had been duly taken, the matter
came before the Board for a hearing on November 18, 1985 at which time the
parties appeared, were represented, and were fully heard. Both parties
filed written briefs, the last of which was received on January 6, 1986.
On the whole record before us, we make the following findings of fact,
conclusions of law and conditional direction of election.

Findings of Fact

1. Jerry's Snack Shop is a partnership between Jerome Rosenberg and
Bruce Kagan, and an employer within the meaning of the Act.

2. The Union is a labor organization within the meaning of the Act.

3. Prior to Hay  1985, "ARA  Services, Inc.,"  a national food service
corporation, had a contractual relationship with Southern New England
Telephone Company pursuant to which it operated a cafeteria at the telephone
company's fazi lity  on West Service Road, Hartford. It also operated
cafeterias at several other telephone company facilities.

4* For about ten years ARA cafeteria employees at the West Service
Road and several other telephone company faclities  were represented by the
Union for purposes of collective bargaining.

5. This representation was a result of voluntary recognition rather
than any National Labor Relations Board certification.

6. In a 1954-1987  contract between ARA and the Union, ARA
recognized the Union as "the sole collective bargaining agent for its
cafeteria employees at the Southern New England Telephone Company locations
listed in Appendix A,....excluding the district. manager, general managers,
chef-managers, chefs, office clerical employees, temporary summer employees,
and casual banquet waitresses".

7. Approximately forty employees were in this ARA unit.

8. At its West Service Road facility, ARA employed three bargaining
unit employees: a grill cook, a salad prep worker and a cashier. It also
employed a chef manager, who was excluded from the bargaining unit, and was
the most responsible employee working there regularly.
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9. At the end of business on Friday,. May 17, 1985, ARA stopped '
operating the food service at the West Service-Road facility.

10. On Monday morning, May 20, 1985, Jerry's Snack Shop (also known
as J & B Snack Shop) began operating the food service at that facility using
the same major equipment and business hours as ARA. Jerry's served the same
customers and the-same general type of products.

11-o There was no evidence that  at this time Jerry's acquired any.
other former ARA operations.

. . 12. Jerry's does operate other cafeterias in Hartford including one
at the telephone company office.

13. As of May 20, 1985, Jerry's employed a chef, two counter
employees and a dishwasher.

14* One of the business partners, Jerry Rosenberg, also worked at
the Service Road facility several hours each day managing the operation,
handling cash, and supervising employees. He worked at least 2 l/2 - 3
hours in the morning and additional hours in the afternoon.

15. During the portion of the day when Rosenberg was notpresent,
the operation continued with the chef, "counter" employees and dishwasher.

16. Jerry's did not employ a chef-manager, a position which had
existed at the Service Road facility under ARA. The chef-manager apparently
directed the operation and was excluded from the bargaining unit when ARA
ran the facility.

17. 'The individual employed by Jerry's as chef was James Klemes who
began work on May 20, 1985.

18. The individual hired as dishwasher was Jose Neves. He also
began work on May 20, 1985.

19. -Neither Klemes nor Neves had been ARA employees.

20. As of May 20, 1985, Jerry's other two cafeteria workers, the
counter employees, were former ARA employees (formerly termed grill cook and
salad prep worker). Their names were Linda Trott and Sheila Croombs.

21. After several conversations with Rosenberg, Trott and Croombs
were hired in May 1985, shortly before Jerry's began operations at the
Service Road Cafeteria.

22. Trott and Croombs started on May 20, 1985 with the same wages
and hours as they had with ARA.

23. As of the time of the hearing, Rosenberg had been out of work
for several weeks due to illness. During that time, according to Croombs,
Klemes "ran  the operation". (Croombs did not explain what this meant.)
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24. A temporary employee was being used to do counter work during
Rosenberg's absence. Trott had resigned by the time of our hearing.

25. At no time during Jerry's operation has Klemes been involved in
hiring, firing or disciplining employees.

26. Klemes works from 5:30  a.m. to about 2:3O  p.m. For at least
some period after Jerry's began its operation, the counter workers worked
from 7:00 a.m. to 2:00 or 3:00 p.m. Apparently there was some change in
hours before Trott's  resignation.

27. Klemes has instructed Trott on how he wants her to make salads.

2 8 . Customers direct their complaints to Rosenberg or to Klemes.
Klemes relays any complaints to Rosenberg.

29. Klemes sometimes chooses menus on his own. If Rosenberg is
present, Klemes sometimes gets Rosenberg's approval.

30. Klemes does the inventory and sometimes orders the food on his
own. If Rosenberg is present, Rosenberg approves the orders.

31  l Interaction between Klemes and the other employees includes
times when he brings out pans of food (which the others return to the
kitchen) and when he makes sandwiches.

32. During the portions of the day when Rosenberg was not present,
Klemes "ran the operation“. However, Klemes would discuss anything
important with Rosenberg, who would make decisions on such matters.

33. Work rules are made by Rosenberg, not by Klemes.

34. When counter employee Croombs asked Klemes whether employees
could take breaks (as they had with ARA), Klemes then informed her that
Rosenberg had decided they could take breaks.

35. After they had been taking breaks for some period of time,
Rosenberg informed them that breaks would no longer be allowed.

36. On May IO, 1985, Union Director Ellen Thomson spoke by phone
with Rosenberg, advised him that the Union represented the cafeteria workers
at the West Service Road facility, and asked if he was hiring Trott and
Croombs. Rosenberg confirmed the hirings.

37. Also on May 10, 1985, Thomson sent a letter to Rosenberg
referring to the hirings and asking that Jerry's recognize the Union and
bargain with it.

38. On May 16,  1985, Thomson sent a second letter to Rosenberg
requesting recognition for employees at the Service Road facility and
offering to demonstrate majority status.

39. Jerry's has refused to recognize the Union, asserting a good
faith doubt as to its majority status.
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Conclusions. of Law

1 . Where an employer assumes operations of a predecessor employer,
it is obligated as a "successor" to recognize and bargain in good faith with
the incumbent union.if  there is a continuity of the workforce, the business
operations and the appropriate bargaining unit and if there is no
significant hiatus.

2 . There is continuity of the workforce if a majority of a new
employer's work force is composed of individuals who worked for the
predecessor employer.

3. The only appropriate unit would include all cafeteria employees
of the Employer at its West Service Road facility, including Klemes.

4. Since only two of the four unit employees were employed by the
predecessor there is no continuity of the workforce and no obligation.of  the
Employer to bargain as a successor.

Discussion

In certain circumstances, an employer which assumes operations 'bf  a
predecessor employer is obligated as a "successor" to recognize and bargain
in good faith with the union that represented a unit of the predecessor's
employees. Such is the federal rule which was adopted in Ogden Security,
Inc./Connecticut Yankee Greyhound Racing, Inc., Dec. No. 1606-B (1978),  and
followed in i?ou?t  Olive Baptist Day Care Center, Dec. No. 2023.*  In Ogden,
supra, we also adopted the criteria of NLRB v. Burns International Sec.
Serv., 406  U.S. 202 (1972) and of later federal cases for determining when
an employer eras  a successor for collective bargaining purposes. The
criteria as stated in Ogden, supra, include:- -

w whether there was a continuity of the workforce
(2) whether there was a continuity of the business
operations (3) whether there was a continuity of
the appropriateness of the bargaining unit and (4)
the impact of a hiatus, if any, in the operations.

In this case, there is continuity of the business operation. But
there is not continuity of the workforce, which is a threshold requirement.
Continuity of the workforce exists where a majority of tine new employer's
workforce is composed of individuals who worked for the predecessor
employer. In this case, the continuity of the workforce is disturbed by the
interplay of two factors -- a change in job classifications which alters the
composition of the unit, and a change in the individuals employed.

Since there is no contention that Jerry's is a successor at any other
facility previously covered by the ARA/Union  contract, at issue now is a
separate unit severed from the multi-facility unit. This change also
operated to shift these employees from coverage of the National Labor
Relations Act (NLRA) to undisputed coverage by our State's Private Sector

* These cases both arose under the State's Private Sector Act.
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Act. We find that a unit of all cafeteria employees at the West Service
.Road telephone company facility is the only appropriate unit.

.

The Union has argued that Klemes must be excluded from the bargaining
unit because employees in positions entitled "chef"  were excluded from the
bargaining unit under the collective bargaining agreement between ARA and
the Union. In this regard, we do not know for sure what were the duties of
a "chef" under ARA. However, typically in the food service industry,
employees'in such positions have duties which are more distinct from other
workers than is the case with Klemes. Despite Jerry's having entitled
Klemes' position as "chef"  and while he has some responsibility for ordering
food and supplies, he appears as little more than a cook on the record
presented to us. The Union's other contention, that Klemes is a managerial
employee, is unsupported by the record. While Klemes'does act as a sort of
lead man or straw boss in Rosenberg's absence, he is neither a supervisor
within the meaning of the Act nor a managerial employee under any definition
of that term. Rosenberg closely manages the operation on a day to day
basis. Whatever the situation may have been when ARA was in control, it
would be inappropriate to exclude Klemes from the bargaining unit of his
fellow non-supervisory, non-managerial cafeteria workers. In other words,
the only appropriate unit here must include the so-called chef.

With the inclusion in the unit of the new chef position and new "non
ARA"  individual so employed as well as the new individual employed as a
dishwasher, only two of Jerry's four unit employees were employed by the
predecessor - ARA.* Such does not constitute the majority of the ARA work-
force. Since the requirement of "continuity of the workforcel'  has not been
met, Jerry's had no duty.to  bargain as a successor to ARA. Accordingly, any
alleged changes in conditions of employment, such as the elimination of
breaks, did not breach any bargaining obligation. The complaint must be and
is dismissec?.

Since the parties have litigated the issues pertinent to any petition
for election, since the employer has invited the union to file a petition,
and given the showing of interest indicated by the carryover of employees,
we issue a conditional direction of election. If the Union notifies us
within three-weeks of the issuance of this decision of its desire to proceed
to an election, we will regard that notification as a petition supported by
a showing of interest and will conduct an election in a unit of all
cafeteria employees at the West Service Road telephone company facility,
including the chef.

* Dismissal of Complaint
\ and

Conditional Direction of Election

Wherefore, pursuant to the powers vested in the Connecticut State
Board of Labor Relations by the Connecticut State Labor Relations Act, it is

I . ORDERED, that the complaint filed in Case No. U-9387 is hereby
dismissed.

* Obviously, Rosenberg is not a unit employee as he is the owner.
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I I . Conditioned upon notice received within three weeks from the
date of.this  decision, an election is ordered among all cafeteria employees
employed at Jerry's West Service Road facility to determine whether they
wish to be represented for purposes of collective bargaining by the Union.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

BY s/ Patricia V. Low
.Patricia  V. Low

s/ Ann M. McCormack
Ann M. McCormack

s/ Craig Shea
Craig Shea

T O :

Mr. Jerome Rosenberg
Jerry's Snack Shop
5 West Service Road - Meadows
Hartford, CT 06120

Mr. Bruce Kagan
Jerry's Snack Shop
5 West Service Road - Meadows
Hartford, CT 06120

Richard C. Robinson, Esq.
One Corporate Center
Hartford, CT 06103

CERTIFIED

CERTIFIED

RRRj

RR-R)

Ms. Diana Boice,  Organizer
Local 217, Hotel and Restaurant

Employees Union, AFL-CIO CERTIFIED (RRR)
88 Prospect Street
New Haven, CT 06511

Ms. Ellen Thompson, Area Director
Local 217, Hotel and Restaurant

Employees Union, AFL-CIO
88 Prospect Street
New Haven, CT 06511
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